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Novelists Max Evans and
Elmore Leonard weigh in
on Ford’s iconic status.

On Monday, the American
Cinematheque fetes Ford
with a “Gilda” screening.
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GLENN FORD: SCREEN LEGEND TURNS 90

BUILT FORD TOUGH
I
By HENRY SHEEHAN

WANTED MAN:
Van Heflin guards
handcuffed bandit
Glenn Ford in “3:10
to Yuma,” which
James Mangold
is currently
updating.
Photo courtesy of Peter Ford

n 1941, Columbia put out a George Marshall oater
full of laughs, action and a bevy of character actors.
Apart from entertaining the audience — on a budget, of course, Mr. Cohn, always on a budget —
“Texas” was clearly meant as a face-off between two
up-and-coming stars as trail buddies who end up on
opposite ends of the law.
One was the daring chance-taker who got into a
bare-knuckle brawl, rustled cattle and stole other men’s
women. The other fellow held the first’s coat and stood
up — yawn — for goodness. Yes, it seemed like dashing
William Holden was headed for the marquee lights
while poor, steadfast Glenn Ford was doomed to be forever left at the altar.
Well, as Ford might say in the invented stammer he
would soon be able to use for either dramatic or comic
effect, “Well, uh, ya see, no, no — not really.”
Only five years later, the public was lining up around
the block to see Ford and Rita Hayworth star in
“Gilda,” a story of double, ah, triple, er, multiple deception in which Ford finally and finely honed what would
be his trademark character: a man of formerly high
principle and hopes who has been so struck down by disappointment and circumstance that he has become
nearly the cynical opposite of what he once was.
Although Ford kept his talent for light comedy,
which would be an important facet of his career, this
transformational element would be crucial. In fact, no
American star so consistently portrayed characters
who underwent such radical changes during the course
of a single movie.
Take for example another Ford/Hayworth collaboration, “The Loves of Carmen,” an adaptation of the
same Prosper Merimee story that inspired Bizet’s
opera. Director Charles Vidor (who helmed three of the
pair’s five pictures together) sets aside the smoky
black-and-white of “Gilda” for a riotously bright Technicolor Seville. At first, between the brilliant color and
Hayworth’s sexual energy, you think Ford is going to
disappear, but after his character is brought low and
forced to flee to the dun-colored countryside, a taciturn
Ford, now a brutal and sexually obsessed highwayman,
takes over the film. Inevitably so, too, thanks to the
power of that transformation.
When celebrating the work of a filmmaker or star, it’s
tempting to go masterpiece-picking, and that’s certainly justified. But there’s also something to be said for
hailing the good as well as the great, and Ford has left us
much of that to praise.
Just for starters, in 1953 Ford starred in five films
(including one in England). Among them was a little

Howard hawks
Ford for Oscar
Over the years, numerous stars have petitioned the
Academy to recognize Glenn Ford with an honorary Oscar. In 2003, Ron Howard sent the following letter to AMPAS then-prexy Frank Pierson:

I

am writing on behalf of the family of one of my more famous
screen fathers, Glenn Ford (“The
Courtship of Eddie’s Father”).
They have asked me to suggest a
Lifetime award for Glenn, and I
certainly agree that his esteemed
career warrants consideration. ...
Glenn’s onscreen range was re- HOWARD
ally quite extensive. He was equally as effective as a tormented film noir hero as he
was in light comedy and he starred in a number of
truly memorable Westerns. He was particularly effective, I think, at playing the “everyman” who conveys courage under pressure as he did so powerfully in “The Blackboard Jungle” (1955) and “Ransom” (1955). ...
When I was remaking “Ransom,” I was reminded what a tremendously honest and effective leading man Glenn Ford was.

See TOUGH page A3

Thesp makes helmer’s list of golden greats
By JAMES MANGOLD

G

lenn Ford is one of the few
great golden age actors who is
equally at home and electrifying in a classic noir (“Gilda”) or
Western (“3:10 to Yuma”). In each
of those, he is on fire. He manages to
thread the needle, playing dark, deceitful, even murderous men, yet

people whom the audience adores
and roots for. The answer lies perhaps in his eyes — I think there is
incredible warmth there, and a very
particular brand of smooth 20thcentury charm.
I think many people in my generation first met Glenn Ford as Pa
Kent on Richard Donner’s “Superman.” It may not have been a huge

role, but it sure made an impression on me. I still think
he owns the single best performance of a fatal heart attack onscreen ever. The
image of his death in that
film, the economy of the performance, lent the entire MANGOLD
film to follow a sense of paternal meaning.

